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Graph Theoretical Analysis and Design of
Multistage Interconnection Networks

DHARMA P. AGRAWAL, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-This paper introduces two graph theoretic models that
provide a uniform procedure for analyzing 2g-input/2 B-output
Multistage Interconnection Networks (MIN's), implemented with
2-input/2-output Switching Elements (SE's) and satisfying a char-
acteristics called the "buddy property." These models show that all
such n-stage MIN's are topologically equivalent and hence prove that
one MIN can be implemented from integrated circuits designed for
another MIN. The proposed techniques also allow identical modeling
and comparison of permutation capabilities of n-stage MIN's and
other link-controlled networks like augmented data manipulator and
SW Banyan Network and hence, allows comparison of their permu-
tation. In the case of any conflict in the MIN, an upper bound for the
required number of passes has been obtained.

In a parallel system, a particular permutation may be desirable more
frequently than the others. With this question in mind, two simple
methodologies for designing MIN's are described which could pass
a given permutation without any conflict. It is shown further that if
the output stage of one MIN and the input stage of another MIN
mutually satisfy the "buddy property," then these two stages could be
merged together to result in a network topologically equivalent to the
Benes network.
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A particular case of special interest is when the second MIN is the
reverse of the first MIN. Thus, any MIN can simulate a Benes network
in just two passes if data are sent in the forward direction in the first
pass and in backward direction in the second pass. This shows that a
lowest possible bound of (2n - 1) passes are required to achieve any
arbitrary permutation in some specific single-stage networks.

Index Terms-Benes network, buddy property, conflict-free per-
mutations, graph modeling, multistage interconnection networks,
number of passes, permutability, single-stage network, topological
equivalence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several supersystems described in the literature [ 1]- [4] are
shown to provide enough computational power to solve com-
plex problems on a real-time basis. In all these systems, the
computational parallelism is obtained from multiple proces-
sors,. while the switches provide the reconfiguration capabilities
in the system. The interconnection networks (IN's) are capable
of allowing simultaneous communication between the memory
blocks (MB's) and the processing elements (PE's) and hence,
are considered as the heart of the parallel systems [5]. The
system performance is greatly affected by the interprocessor
communication [5]- [7]. A typical example of an IN is an (m
X m) cross-bar switch employed in the existing C.mmp com-
puter [8] and in proposed Burroughs scientific processor [3].
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Such m2 switches provide programmable data paths between
the PE's and the MB's.

In a supercomputer environment, thousands of PE's are to
be used, thereby forcing m to be considerably large, which in
turn makes the use of cross-bar switches uneconomical. An
alternative is to divide IN into several stages; and such a seg-
mented network with each stage satisfying partial connection
requirements yields to a Multistage IN (MIN). Several ex-
isting and proposed system designs [9] - [10] are based on the
MIN's. The MIN's allow any input to be connected to any one
of the outputs and possess very simple control algorithms.
Hence, they are specially useful for a supercomputer with a
large number of PE's and MB's. Various MIN's described in
the literature utilize 2-input/2-output switching elements (SE)
as a building block. Several MIN's have recently been com-
pared by Thompson [11], Siegel [12], and Wu and Feng [13],
have used topology describing rules to show the topological
equivalence between baseline, modified data manipulator, flip,
omega, indirect binary n-cube and regular SW Banyan (S =
F = 2) MIN's, all implemented with 2 X 2 SE's. Abidi and
Agrawal [14], [15] used this procedure in partitioning a per-
mutation into two-single pass conflict-free permutations.
The existing analytical procedures for MIN are extremely

complex; they are suitable for only very few MIN's with 2 X
2 SE's. This paper utilizes a simple graph theoretic approach
for analyzing and designing the MIN's. Graph theory has been
observed to be a very useful analytical tool for generalized
connectors, concentrators, and connector networks [16].
Masson used the connectivity concept to obtain a graph model
of cross-bar switches and developed a class of networks called
binominal switching networks. Such a graph model has been
illustrated in Fig. 1. In another novel work, Goke and Lipovski
[17] introduced a Banyan network which utilizes a group of
basic Banyan modules. The Banyans are described by asym-
metric directed graphs and are basically link-controlled net-
works. Here we propose two different graph models of 2 X 2
SE shown in Fig. 2 and then extend them in obtaining graph
models of any MIN. These graph models .are shown to be very
helpful in comparing the permutation capabilities of various
MIN's. They provide an easy way of resolving the conflicts and
for designing a suitable MIN.

In the first part of this paper, we are concerned with a class
of N-input/N-output (N 2n) MIN's, uniformly structured
in n stages such that each pair of SE's from the ith stage is
connected with only one pair of SE's belonging to the (i + 1 )th
stage. This is known as a "buddy" property [18] with the pair
of SE's in the ith stage called "output buddies" ( I andj2) of
Fig. 3(a). The pair at (i + I)th stage is named as "input
buddies" (j and]4) of Fig. 3(a). Two input-buddy pairs also
constitute two pairs of output buddies. This is illustrated in Fig.
3(b) where input buddy pairs (i - j2) and (3 -j4) also form
output buddies (fi-13) and (2 - 14)
The strict buddy property forces the network to be modular

in nature and hence facilitates expandability which makes it
suitable for VLSI implementation. This, in turn, makes a
network extremely useful for a supersystem. It is interesting
to note that a large class of MIN's fall into the buddy type
category and we do not consider other types of networks like
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Fig. 1. (a) 3 X 2 cross-bar switches. (b) Directed graph model of Fig.
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Fig. 3. (a) Buddy property of SE's. (b) Interstage Buddy property in a
uniform MIN.

nonrestricted Delta networks [18]-[19] and nonuniform
Banyan networks [17]. The nonbuddy type networks have been
separately covered in another paper [20]. In the later part of
this paper, we are concerned with the design of Benes-like [21]
network from one or more buddy-type MIN's, so that any
permutation could be provided in a conflict-free manner. Then,
the lowest possible number of passes for achieving any arbi-
trary permutation in some specific single-stage network has
been derived.
The two graph models of SE's are presented in Section II,

and Section III provides a detailed treatment of the first model
in describing topological equivalence of all MIN's with a buddy
property. The usefulness of the second model is demonstrated
in Section IV where the permutation capabilities of MIN's are
compared with the link-based networks like the augmented
data manipulator [22], [23] and the regular SW-Banyan
Network with S = F = 2 [17]. The next section provides a
technique to determine the number of passes required to
achieve a desired permutation in a given network configura-
tion. Two generalized design methodologies for designing a
MIN, such that a given permutation could be achieved without
any conflict while still maintaining full-connectivity, is covered
in Section VI. Section VII introduces a technique to connect
two MIN's so that the permutability of Benes-type network
could be attained. Single stage networks with specific inter-
connections have been investigated to determine the number
of passes required in achieving any permutation, and a lower
bound has also been obtained. Concluding remarks are in-
cluded in Section VIII.
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Fig. 4. (a) Graph model of switching element. (b) Switching element and
its alternative graph model. (c) Alternate positioning of input/output
links.

II. GRAPH MODELS OF 2 X 2 SWITCHING ELEMENT
(SE)

First Model

A graph model is obtained by representing an SE by a node
and directed edges, drawn from the inputs as the source nodes
to the outputs as the sink nodes. The resulting graph of an SE
without any control line is shown in Fig. 4(a); and it is similar
to the physical layout of the links with each SE replaced by a
node. It may also be noted that interchanging the physical
positions of x1 and x2 and/ory1 and Y2 (Fig. 4(c)) changes the
topology describing rule [13] while the graph model of SE
remains unchanged.

Second Model

An alternative approach is to assign nodes to the links rather
than to the SE (Fig. 4(b)). As the control signal of the SE al-
lows the connection of inputs x - x2 to Y - Y2 or Y2.YI re-
spectively, this means that in this model, a node must be
reached by only one node and along only one of the two edges
when a specific value of the control signal is used. Thus, this
graph model is based on the connectivity and the approach is
similar to the graph model of cross-bar switches [ 16].

It is worth mentioning that the graph models of Fig. 4(a)
and 4(b) can as well represent the upper (lower) broadcast (i.e.,
the input xJ(x2) is connected and transmitted to both the
outputs yI and Y2) type of SE introduced by Lawrie for his
Omega network [24].

III. NETWORK MODELING AND THEIR EQUIVALENCE

Initial fabrication cost of a LSI and VLSI circuit is fairly
high and the production cost is relatively low. This is the main
reason for avoiding custom-made chips, and it is usually ad-
visable to concentrate on the use of off-the-shelf components.
Thus, if the IC's for only one type of MIN is commercially
available, then its use and versatility could be enhanced if it
could be employed in implementing any desired MIN. The
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Fig. 5. (a) Baseline network. (b) Graph model of baseline network.

-topological equivalence of only a few MIN's have been es-
tablished in the literature [13], [23]. Here, we prove such
equivalence of all possible buddy-type MIN's. This also shows
that it is possible to use the IC's designed for one type of buddy
MIN to obtain another type of buddy MIN suitable for a given
application (see Section VI). Furthermore, it provides the
equivalent mapping of various SE's so that the control algo-
rithm for any MIN could be correctly and conveniently ap-
plied. The theorem on equivalence is also useful in proving the
validity of the results obtained in Section VII.

The graph model of the SE shown in Fig. 4(a) could be
easily used to obtain a graph model of a MIN, if the following
are assumed.

a) A node is assigned to each SE.
b) Only the primary inputs and the final outputs are as-

signed to a node.
c) Nodes are not assigned to all the intermediate inputs and

outputs as they do not possess any characteristics of the net-
work topology.

d) Nodes representing SE's of two stages are connected by
directed edges.

This procedure leads to a graph model of a network and such
a model for 8-input and 8-output Baseline MIN [13] of Fig.
5(a) is shown in Fig. 5(b).
The strictly buddy type MI networks described in the lit-

erature look different because different shuffling strategies
have been utilized for interconnecting various stages of the
network. But, mathematical relations have been derived [13],
[20], [23] to show that some of the strictly buddy type net-
works are topologically equivalent. With our graph model any
buddy type MIN could be transformed into a directed graph
and then the topological equivalence is mathematically
translated into graph isomorphism [20].
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Theorem 1: All of the 2n-input 2n-output nonredundant
strictly buddy-type MIN's are topologically equivalent to each
other provided they satisfy the following conditions.

a) Each network utilizes 2-input/2-output SE as a basic
module.

b) Each has n stages.
c) There are 2n-I SE's per stage.
d) For all stages of the network a strict buddy property is

observed in the case of both the input and the outputs.
e) SE's are connected in such a way that any input link can

be connected to any one of the output links.
Proof: The theorem is proved using a simplified repre-

sentation of the graph model as shown in Fig. 6(a). The details
inside the rectangular box are not shown to prove the theorem
for any general value of n. It is implied that the structure of
the graph provides a connecting path from any input node to
any one of the output nodes. To prove the theorem, assume that
it is true for Fig. 6(a) and we will show its correctness for
(2n+1)-input MIN. Such a MIN can be obtained by having
two MIN's of size 2" and then adding one more stage either
at input side or at the output side.
One such possible configuration with angmentation of a

stage added at the output side is shown in Fig. 6(b). Each pair
of nodes satisfying input buddy property are also marked at
the nth stage of Fig. 6(b). To provide full connectivity, nodes
at the nth stage of two 2" networks are to be connected to-
gether at the (n + I)th stage. Let us assume that a and y are
connected to a. Then the buddy property requires a and y to
be connected to another node; say c. Then the output buddy
restrictions necessitate that while constructing the (n + 1 )th
stage, the respective input buddies of a and -y (which are : and
() ought to be connected to two nodes of the (n + 1 )th stage
(say b and d) and there is only one unique way of doing this.
This process could be continued for all nodes of nth stage, thus
providing only one type of graph. As the nodes (a, f3) and (,y,
6) are arbitrarily selected, it is possible to obtain other graphs
which will be isomorphic to Fig. 6(b). Such a buddy type MIN
is also referred to as nonredundant MIN as there is a unique
path for each input-output pair. Q.E.D.

IV. ALTERNATE GRAPH THEORETIC APPROACH AND
ITS USEFULNESS

Various types of MIN's have been proposed and advocated
for their use in multiprocessor systems. As a result there is an
atmosphere of confusion as to which network is superior to the
others. The permutation capability of a network is extremely
important for efficient operation of a supersystem. A MIN
which could provide a larger number of connections between
its inputs and outputs is preferred provided the complexity of
the control is maintained at the same level. There are networks
like data manipulator [221 or augmented data manipulator
(ADM) [23] and Banyan Network [17] which do not utilize
2 X 2 SE's as their basic modules and each link is controlled
individually. It should be pointed out that Wu and Feng [ 13]
have modified the data manipulator and the Banyan networks
so that it is feasible to implement them using 2 X 2 SE's and
they have shown topological equivalence of these modified
versions. But, there does not exist any satisfactory technique
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(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Simplified representation of n-stage MIN graph model. (b)
Construction of (2n+l) input MIN graph from two networks of size 2n.

which compares and quantifies permutability ofADM, Ban-
yan and other MIN's. This section is devoted to an alternative
graph theoretic technique that provides a unique model of all
MIN's and hence, enables us to show the relationships between
various networks.

In order to obtain similar graph models of two types of
MIN's, the graph model of Fig. 4(b) is utilized resulting in
another graph of baseline network, and is illustrated in Fig.
7. In ADM, each cell is controlled individually, and the data
output from a cell x at stage i becomes the data input to cell
x' at stage i - 1 x' is defined by either of the following three
possibilities.

a) Straight: x' -x.
b) Upper broadcast: x' x + 2i (mod N).
c) Lower broadcast: x' x - 2i (mod N).
Such an ADM with individual cell control is shown in Fig.

8(a). The second graph model of Fig. 4(b) also represents the
link connectivity and each cell ofADM could be considered
as an input/output node of a SE. This allows the direct use of
the graph model, shown in Fig. 4(b) and makes the proposed
technique particularly attractive in obtaining a graph model
of the ADM. This graph model shown in Fig. 8(b) contains
some redundant edges to provide alternate paths in the net-
work. For example, the input node "a" can be connected to the
output node "B" using three different paths of "a-0-0-b,"
"a-0-2-B," and "a-4-2-B." In this way, we will have at least
two additional paths. The graph of another link controlled
network (Banyan) is shown in Fig. 8(c).
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Fig. 7. An alternate graph model of the baseline MIN.

Thus, the second modelI is useful in comparing the permu-
tation capabilities of a MIN like baseline network with the
ADM or the Banyan. As is clear from Figs. 7, 8(b) and 8(c),
these models contain the same number of nodes. Now, the
relationship among the baseline, ADM, and Banyan networks
could be easily examined. A subgraph of the ADM, drawn as
a baseline network, is shown in Fig. 9 and this shows that the
ADM is topologically equivalent to the baseline. However, the
ADM still contains some unused links shown with the broken
lines in Fig. 9. Thus, it is more appropriate to quantify that the
baseline network is completely embedded within theADM and
the left-over redundant edges of the ADM show its versatility.
This means that the ADM has more permutation capabilities
compared to any other MIN as defined by the Theorem 1,
thereby providing an alternate proof of an earlier reported
work onADM [23]. In terms of graph theory, the baseline, and
all other buddy type MIN's defined by Theorem 1, could be
viewed as subgraphs of the ADM, i.e., the ADM embeds the
baseline and other MIN's. It is worth emphasizing that it is
difficult to prove this result using the topology describing
technique introduced in [13].
The graph model of SW Banyan [17] with S = F = 2,

shown in Fig. 8(c) provides a very interesting result. Fig. 8(c)
also shows the mapping of baseline network of Fig. 7 and
thereby shows that SW Banyan with S = F = 2 and baseline
networks are isomorphic from graph theory viewpoint and
hence, are said to be topologically equivalent. Other regular
SW Banyan network with larger value of spread and fan out
will embed the Banyan with S = F = 2 and hence will have
more permutation capability as compared to the Baseline or
other buddy type MIN's. It may be noted that the link-con-
trolled networks employ at least two times the number of SE's
in a MIN and hence, larger number of control signals have to
be supplied for the link-controlled network. In this way, the
graph theoretic approach provides a unified way of comparing
the permutation capabilities of all possible MIN's.

V. NUMBER OF NETWORK PASSES FOR CONFLICT-
FREE PERMUTATIONS

As mentioned earlier, connectivity of a MIN is critical with
respect to the overall performance of a large parallel system.
The degree of parallelism that could be utilized by the PE's is
determined by the parallel accessibility of the desired data. The
connectivity of a network is characterized by the number of
conflict-free simultaneous connections possible in a network.
For a 2n-input/2n-output MIN, there are 2"! possible

INPUT OUTPUT

STAGE 2 1 0

Fig. 8. (a) Augmented data manipulator. (b) Graph model for the aug-
mented data manipulator (ADM) of Fig. 8(a). (c) SW Banyan with S -
F =2.
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Fig. 9. Graph model of ADM with embedding of the baselineMFN

(unused edges are shown with broken lines).

input/output permutations. It has recently been shown [14]
that certain types of bijections are possible without any conflict
and such permutation sets are dependent on the network
configuration. But, for a given network structure, not all the
permutations are conflict-free [14]-[15]. In fact, it is dem-
onstrated later in this section that in the worst case, one pass
may provide connections for only 2Fn/21 input-output pairs in
a conflict-free manner. In a given network, it is important to
investigate whether inputs-to-outputs mapping or a bijection
could be achieved without any conflict or not. In case of conflict
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in parallel systems, it is useful to determine the minimum
number of passes required to achieve such a bijection. This is
performed by dividing the input-output bijections into several
groups in such a way that each group of bijection could be
performed in one pass. Thus, the number of passes a MIN
requires for any arbitrary permutation can be considered as
a reasonable measure of its effectiveness for that particular
bijection.
At this point, the concept of "utilization factor" (UF) is

introduced. In a given graph, if an edge is used for establish-
ment of the necessary link between a source and a destination
nodes, then the link is utilized once or the UF of that edge is
assumed as 1. In this way, the UF of any link is given by a
numerical value equal to the number of times that link is
used.
The concept of UF is employed to compute and prove a

lower bound for the minimum number of passes required to
achieve a given permutation. To do this, any one of the two
graph models could be utilized. In the graph model of Fig. 4(b),
only two edges of the graph model are used for each state of
a SE, and the other two edges are utilized only in the comple-
mentary operating mode. The graph model of Fig. 4(a) utilizes
all the edges irrespective of the value of the control signal.
These arguments lead to the following corollaries and are given
without any proof.

Corollary 1: If a MIN is modeled using the first method,
there is no conflict iff UF of any edge is not more than 1.

Corollary 2: If second model is used, then there is no conflict
iff each node is reached by only one edge, i.e., the additive UF
of all edges directed to a node, is not more than 1.
The corollaries 1 and 2 can be applied to evaluate the per-

mutation capability of a MIN with respect to a desired per-
mutation. Using models 1 or 2, the graphs for a MIN could be
drawn and then the UF for a given bijection can be ob-
tained.

Theorem 2: In a MIN, the lower bound for the number of
required passes is given by k, where k is given by the largest
UF (in model 1) or the cumulative largest UF (in model 2) to
provide a desired permutation.

Proof: For any input-output pair conection, there is
one-to-one correspondence, i.e., a unique path is required for
establishing the data path. This leads to utilization of the
corresponding edges in the graph model of the network. If the
UF of any edge (or pair of edges in model 2) is more than one,
then a conflict exists and the only way it can be resolved is to
allow several passes and to use the conflicting edge only once
in each pass. This requires at least as many passes as the
maximum number of the UF among all the edges (or pair of
directed edges in model 2). Q.E.D.
The concept ofUF in the first model can be said to be similar

to the entries of the conflict-resolution table [1 3]. But, UF is
helpful in arriving at Corollary 3 and Theorem 3.

Corollary 3: If the conflict is present in only one stage, then
the number of required passes is given by the k-value of that
stage.

Proof This is obvious from an example shown in Fig. 10.
The conflict is present in link stage 2 (1) of Fig. 10(a), Fig.
10(b), and k-value is 2. Hence, only two passes are required
to achieve the permutation. The first pass will provide
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Fig. 10. (a) Utilization factor for the graph model of baseline MIN: Per-

mutation to be achieved abcdefgh (b) Utilization factor of the
tACEGBDFH/

alternate graph model for the baseline MIN: Permutation to be achieved
(abcdefgh
ACEGBDFHJ

a c e
F permutation while the rest is provided in the second

EBF

pass. It is worth mentioning that certain specific bijections can
be passed in 2-passes and they have been identified by Abidi
et al. [15] and there is a need to extend this procedure for any
given permutation.

Theorem 3: In a n-stage MIN, the upper bound for the
number of required passes to achieve any arbitrary permuta-
tion is given by 2[n/2J while the minimum number of inputs-
to-outputs mapping in each pass equals 2Fn/21.

Proof: Before proving the theorem, let us look at an ex-
ample shown in Fig. 11. The required permutation is such that
the maximum value of the UF is 4 and only four edges are used
in the center stage. In fact, this is the worst case and requires
four passes to achieve the permutation. The path from inputs
"abed" to outputs "MNOP" are shown by dark lines. It is clear
from this, that the paths from input nodes "abed" merge to-
gether at the node "y," use a common edge "yz" and from node
"z," they again start emanating outwards to "MNOP." Such
worst case paths form two back to back connected binary trees
and Fig. 12 illustrates this for various values of n. Only a part
of the graph is shown for clarity of the diagram and conciseness
of the text. It is clear from them that a fully balanced tree
structure is obtained from the input nodes until a central link
having maximum UF is reached. This is also true for the output
side and hence the maximum UF of the central link can be
given by 2Ln/2]. Hence, these many passes are required to
achieve the worst case permutations. Also, the number of in-
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Fig. 11. Utilization factor for 16 X 16 Baseline MIN for the permutation
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Minimum number of required passes = 4.

puts-to-outputs mapping in each pass can be obtained if total
number of inputs is divided by the total number of passes and
can be obtained as 2rn/21. Q.E.D.

VI. GENERALIZED DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The family of permutations that could be passed in a con-

flict-free manner varies from one MIN to another MIN [14].
If it is known a priori that, in a supersystem, a particular
permutation is utilized more frequently than others, it will be
useful if the selected MIN configuration provides such a per-

mutation without any conflict. The other bijections may or

may not be achievable in a single pass. This helps in estab-
lishing a simultaneous parallel connection for a frequently used
permutation and hence enhances the effectiveness of the par-

allel system. Our objective in this section is to define a unified
design methodology so that a MIN can be designed that will
allow a given bijection in a conflict-free manner while main-
taining the full connectivity of the network. The full connec-
tivity requires that the outgoing edges in the graph model are

always directed to new nodes so that a link between any input
to any one of the outputs, could be established. As all MIN's
utilize some sort of shuffle and exchange, the problem could
be envisioned as performing a proper shuffle in each stage that
will resolve any conflict' for a given input-output permuta-
tion.
As the network is to be designed to pass certain permutation

and the first model provides a direct location of each SE, it is,
easier to consider the first graph model. The following exhibits
the usefulness and universality of the proposed graph theoretic
approach. Two different procedures of designing MIN's are

presented using the first graph model. Suppose the following
8-input 8-output permutation is to be passed conflict-free.

(Input: a b c d e f g h

Output: E A H C F B D G

Methodology 1: Reordering the permutation according to

the physical position of the output link leads to

(Input: b f d g a e h c

kOutput: A B CD E F GH

Once all the nodes of the graph are marked, the only question
is how to connect them properly. To do this, the permutation
is divided into two groups. Then each input node of first group
and the corresponding node of the second group, are connected

abcdefghi jkImnop
MNOPABC DIJKL E FGH /

Minimum no. of required passes - 4

.72

Io

12 2la

C 4 4 o
,1

(b)
2

C 4 4

(c)

(d)
Fig. 12. Parts of the graph illustrating worst UF for various values of n. (a)

Part of the graph illustrating a worst case UF in MIN with n = 5. (b) Worst
UF path for n = 6. (c) Worst UF path for n = 7. (d) Worst UF path for n
= 8.

to a node of the next stage and this node is marked as a com-
bination of two previous nodes [see Fig. 13(a)]. This is repeated
for all the nodes of the two groups and have been shown in Fig.
13(a). Thereafter, as illustrated in Fig. 13(b), each half is
further divided into two parts and the process of the first step
is continued until only one node is left in a group. This leads
to a graph as shown in Fig. 14(a) and the corresponding MIN
is given in Fig. 14(b). It could be easily verified that the SE's
of the resulting MIN satisfy the strict-buddy property at each
state of the network.

Theorem 4: The network obtained from aforementioned
procedure maintains the connectivity property while the de-
sired permutation is passed in a conflict-free manner.

Proof: In the first step, the permutation is rearranged
according to the physical locations of the output nodes and then
grouped such that the two input nodes are connected to the
node of the second level. The corresponding output node
numbers differ by N/2 (N 2n). The next step merges two
nodes whose destination nodes differ by N/4 and so on. This
completely avoids any conflict and as the traversal from any
input node to output node satisfies the strict buddy property,
binary trees with roots at all the inputs (outputs) are formed.
Thus full connectivity is ensured. Q.E.D.

Methodology 2: In this procedure, the= graph is drawn
starting from the output node backwards to the input node. The
given permutation is divided into two groups and one node
from each group is selected to connect to a node of the previous
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I nput: b f d g a e h c
Output: A B C D E F G H

(a)

Input: b fI d g a e h c

Output: A B C D E F G H)

(b)

Input: b: Id:9ad e

Output: A B C D E F G H

(c)
Fig. 13. Node grouping in Methodology 1. (a) Node grouping: first step.

(b) Second step of node grouping. (c) Third step of node grouping.
First Second Th ird Fourth

Input a b c d e f g h
Output E A H C I F B D G

(a)
Input a b I c d e f 9 h
Output E A ! H C F B I D G

(b)
Input a : b Ic:d e: f
Output E * A j H -.C F. B

t J' ti

9: h
D . G
t * tj

(c)
Fig. 15. Node grouping in Methodology 2. (a) Node grouping: first step.

(b) Second step of node grouping. (c) Third step of node grouping.
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Fig. 14. (a) Methodology I graph model to implement a conflict-free

permutation of(Input abcdefgh
oOutput EAHCFBDG

(b) MIN for Fig. 14(a).

row. This process is continued and is illustrated in Figs. 15 and
16.

Theorem 5: The buddy type MIN obtained in Fig. 16(b)
passes the given permutation- without any conflict and full
connectivity is also provided by the network.

Proof: The validity of this procedure can be proved fol-
lowing the arguments similar to Theorem 4. Q.E.D.

It is worth mentioning that the methodology 1 does not re-

quire shuffling of links at the output stage (similar to the
Omega network). No shuffling is needed at the input stage
when Methodology 2 is used.

Corollary 4: In the design procedure discussed above, if the
correspondence between any two groups are not maintained,
then the MIN obtained may be nonbuddy type [20]. But, it will
pass the given permutation in a conflict-free manner.

Proof: If the order of the nodes is not maintained then the
buddy property can not be assured. But, the network will still

(a)
< A
< B

C
D

E
\-F

G
h a -- - H

(b)
Fig. 16. (a) Methodology to 2 graph model to implement a conflict-free

permutation of Input abede f g h
Output EAHCFBDG

(b) MIN of Fig. 16(a).

have all the input trees imbedded into it and hence will provide
the permutation in a conflict-free manner. Q.E.D.

It may be noted that it would be extremely useful if a net-
work could be implemented to allow a family of permutations
and not just only one particular bijection. Much more effort
is needed to identify a methodology and the proposed graph-
theoretic methodology appears to be a good approach in ob-
taining a solution to this general problem.

VII. BENES TYPE AND SINGLE-STAGE NETWORKS

Two methodologies for designing MIN's to pass a given
permutation without any conflict, have been described in the
previous section. But, when a MIN is used for a system with
a large number of processing elements and has to be utilized
for several different applications, it might be impossible to
ascertain the use of one particular permutation more fre-
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quently than the others. Thus, in general, different types of
permutations may be desirable and the network may not be
able to satisfy all required bijections. In such cases of conflicts,
a simple solution is to use multiple independent passes of
Section V. This is time consuming and might be prohibitive
for real time applications if large number of passes are re-
quired. Another solution is to increase the number of stages
to (2n - 1) and have a Benes network [211 which possesses a
unique property of passing any input-output bijection. A
combination of baseline-reverse baseline [13] and Omega-
reverse Omega [25] have been shown to be equivalent to the
Benes network. Here, it is shown later that a network equiva-
lent to Benes, can be implemented by an appropriate combi-
nation of two buddy type n-stage MIN's. This novel result is
particularly attractive for a system with n-stage MIN, as one
pass in the forward and another in the reverse direction can
simulate a Benes- network and hence can provide any arbitrary
permutation only in 2-passes. Furthermore, control algorithm
for the Benes network is extremely complex while the MlN's
are bit controlled and the destination address itself specifies
[24] the value of the control signal. Of course, it is well known
that it is difficult to determine the intermediate level mapping
and we are working on this problem to make the best use of
MIN's bit-controlled properties.
A Benes network for N = 8, is shown in Fig. 17(a) and its

graph using model of Fig. 4(a), is obtained in Fig. 17(b). It
might be noted that the strict buddy properties are satisfied
by the Benes network. The n-stage baseline [13] MIN of Fig.
5(a) also utilizes a recursive scheme similar to the Benes net-
work. It has a unique characteristic that the baseline and the
reverse baseline (i.e., the baseline network with input-output
sides interchanged) are not only topologically equivalent, but
are also functinally equivalent [12], [26]. This has been il-
lustrated in Fig. 18(a), which shows the mapping of the reverse
baseline MIN as a baseline of Fig. 5(a). Thus, the two net-
works could be interchanged without altering the functionality
of the network.
As mentioned earlier, two stages of the baseline have been

mathematically shown to simulate the Benes network [261.
This result could be easily proved by our graph model. Con-
necting the graph models of Fig. 5(b) and 18(b), it results in
the graph of Fig. 19(a). It is worth noting that in the middle
stage, the node pairs A - B and a' - b' are connected to one
node in each part of the graph and elimination or overlapping
of this section will not change the connectivity property of the
graph and hence the permutation capabilities of the network.
This leads to the graph of Fig. 19(b) which is exactly identical
to the graph model of the Benes network of Fig. 17(b).

Theorem 6: A direct combination of n or (n - I) stages of
the baseline and (n - 1) or n stages of the reverse baseline
MIN's (hereafter called composite baseline network) can pass
any of the 2n! possible permutations in a conflict-free
manner.

Proof: As discussed earlier, the last stage of the baseline
can be merged with the first stage of the reverse baseline and
this results in a graph identical to the Benes network and hence
the resultant network possesses the same permutation capa-
bilities as that of the Benes network. Q.E.D.

a
b
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d

e
f

h.

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

(a)

(b) "
Fig. 17. (a) 8 input-8 output Benes network. (b) Graph model of the

Benes network.

(a)

a'

b'

c',

d',

el

f'4

A'

B'

C'

ID'

E'

Ft

H'
(b)

Fig. 18. (a) reverse baseline MIN mapped as a baseline MIN. (b) Graph
model of reverse baseline MIN.

Corollary 5: The baseline or the reverse baseline MIN's can
be used in either or in both the parts of Fig. 19.

Proof: As shown earlier, the baseline and the reverse
baseline MIN's are topologically as well as functionally
equivalent to each other. Hence, they can be substituted for
each other. Q.E.D.

Theorem 7: Theorem 6 is valid if the baseline and the reverse
baseline MIN's are replaced by any other two MIN's, provided
that

a) all the conditions of Theorem 1 including the buddy
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Reverse Baseline e

(b)
Fig. 19. (a) Composite graph of baseline and reverse baseline networks. (b) Reduced composite graph of baseline and reverse

baseline networks.

property are satisfied by the MIN's,
b) buddy property between the two networks is satisfied,

i.e., the input buddies of the last stage in the first MIN are
merged with the output buddy pairs in the first stage of the
second MIN.

Proof: Just like the Baseline MIN, two MIN's can be put
together side by side as is shown in Fig. 20(a) with the details
of the MIN's omitted for the generality of the networks. As
per our Theorem 1, the MIN's 1 and 2 are isomorphic and
topologically equivalent to the Baseline network. Q.E.D.
An example is shown in Fig. 21.
Corollary 6: Two passes, one forward and the other reverse

direction in any n-stage MIN can provide any permutation
without any conflict.

Proof: Any n-stage MIN and its reverse satisfy the con-
ditions of Theorem 7 and the concatenation of a MIN and its
reverse can simulate a Benes network. But, in place of putting
the MIN and its reverse together, the same effect is observed
if we have a MIN and move forward in one pass while going
backward in the second pass. Q.E.D.

This concept is extremely useful in a supersystem as any
permutation can be achieved in a n-stage MIN in just two
passes. If the number of processing elements is considerably
large, the implementation of n-stage MIN may be fairly
complex, then it might be worth employing a single-stage
network derived from specific MIN's employing similar in-
terstage connections in all the stages. Lawrie's Omega MIN
[24] is such an example. Very recently, several other single-
stage networks have been reported [27]. The network derived
from Omega, is shown in Fig. 22(a) Theorem 8 shows that this
one stage Shuffle-Exchange-Reverse Shuffle network can
provide any permutation in (2n - 1) passes; which is lower
than the existing bounds of (3n - 1) passes for a shuffle-ex-
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P Fl'G
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(a)

a
b
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d
e
f4
9
h

' ReducedMIRM ' Reduced M I
Netwrk Netbrk
' #1 S K' #2

T.| L'

(b)

A'
B'
C'
Di

F'
G'
H'

Fig. 20. (a) Composition of two MIN. (b) Reduced composition of two
MIN.

change single-stage network [28], [29]. In this network,
Shuffle is used in the first n-passes by by feeding a'b'c'd'e'-
f'g'h' to input abcdefgh. The Reverse Shuffle is used in the
latter (n - 1) passes by connecting outputs ABCDEFGH to
A'B'C'D'E'F'G'H'. An example of permutation shown in Fig.
10 requires two passes for the Baseline MIN. It can be shown
that to achieve this permutation, the Omega network [24] also
requires more than one pass. This permutation can be achieved
by the one-stage network of Fig. 22(a) in (2n - 1) passes and
the state of the inputs and outputs in all the passes are shown
in Fig. 22(b).

Theorem 8: In a single-stage shuffle-exchange-reverse
shuffle network, only (2 1og2 N - 1) passes are required for
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(a)

a I M Q, I' M Q
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Fig. 21. (a) Composite graph of MIN and its reverse. (b) Reduced composite graph of MIN and its reverse. (c) Reduced

composite graph of Reverse MIN and MIN.
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Fig. 22. (a) One stage Shuffle-Exchange-Reverse Shuffle Exchange network (n passes of shuffle and (n - 1) passes of reverse

exchange required). (b) Successive passes in one-stage network of Fig. 22(a) for permutation (abedefgh)
\ACEGBDFH)

any arbitrary permutation.
Proof: As per Theorem 7 and Corollary 6, a composite

network obtained from overlapping Omega and Reverse
Omega MIN's could simulate Benes network and a network
similar to the Benes could be obtained. In this resulting

structure, the first n-stages will consist of shuffle and exchange
boxes and the later (n - 1) stages will have reverse-shuffle and
exchange. In the network of Fig. 22(a), the first n-passes uses
shuffle and exchange while the later (n - 1) passes employ
reverse-shuffle and exchange. Hence, the network of Fig. 22(a)
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can be said to simulate a Benes network in (2n - 1) passes.
Q.E.D.

It may be of interest to the readers that several such sin-
gle-stage networks have very recently been reported [27] which
can simulate a n-stage MIN in just n-passes. This would mean
that n-forward and (n - 1) reverse passes through any one of
these single-stage networks, could provide any arbitrary per-
mutation.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper introduces novel approaches for analyzing and
designing MIN's. so that they could be effectively utilized in
future supersystems. The graph models are also helpful in
comparing the permutability of MIN's with 2 X 2 SE's with
the link controlled MIN's. The graph models provide a design
methodology of a n-stage MIN such that a given permutation'
could be passed conflict-free. The versatility of the proposed
graph theoretic technique is also reflected by the result showing
that any buddy-type MIN can provide an arbitrary permu-
tation in just two passes and this could be considered to be one
of the major results enhancing the use of MIN's. Furthermore,
for a single-stage network, the proposed technique allows the
use of some specific single-stage networks in a simulating a
Benes network and hence achieving conflict-free data trans-
fers.
The proposed graph models could be easily extended for

larger-sized SE's [30], [31] and redundant networks, and this
would encourage the use of MIN's in supersystems. The graph
model is also useful in testing of these networks, and the net-
work partitioning could be easily done for the multiple
SIMD/MIMD [32] computation mode.
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